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People’s Government of Xinjiang Uygur Autonomous Region, Xinjiang Production and Construction Corps.
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Originated from the Western China Development Program, the Western China International Fair (WCIF) has been successfully held for 18 
sessions since May 2000, with its permanent venue in Chengdu, Sichuan Province. As a major institutionalized international exhibition, it has 
become a major platform for boosting the Belt and Road Initiative and an important window for China’s opening up.

The 19th WCIF will be held under the guidance of Xi Jinping Thought on Socialism with Chinese Characteristics for a New Era, the guiding 
principles from the 20th CPC National Congress and the directives by General Secretary Xi Jinping on the work of Sichuan, and the congratulatory 
letter Xi sent to the WCIF, taking the Chinese path to modernization as the guide in promoting the modernization of Western China. The WCIF 
plays a role of an important window for China’s opening-up so as to step up efforts in seizing major opportunities including the “Belt and Road” 
Initiative, the development of western regions in the new era, the Chengdu-Chongqing economic circle, and the New Western Land-Sea Corridor. 
The 19th WCIF aims to promote high-level opening up in Western China with the principles of “integrating the development of industrialization, 
IT application, urbanization, and agricultural modernization, enhancing urban-rural integration and seeking Sichuan’s collaborative development”, 
and further contributing to striving for the victory of implementing the spirit of the 20th CPC National Congress in its first year.

The Previous 18 Sessions  of WCIF:
」A total of 12,000 investment cooperation agreements were signed.

」A total of 1,166 times of overseas countries (regions) participated in the exhibition, with an accumulated exhibition area of 2.264 million square 
meters and more than 60,000 exhibiting companies.

」Party and state leaders including Wu Bangguo, Wen Jiabao, Li Keqiang, Wang Yang, Wang Qishan, as well as 67 foreign (former) dignitaries, 
more than 600 ministerial-level officials and heads of important international organizations attended the fair.

展会概述 OVERVIEW

嘉宾邀请 PARTICIPANTS  
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Upholding the principle of “co-hosting, sharing and mutual-benefits,” WCIF will give full play to its role of “three platforms” of investment 
promotion, trade cooperation, and diplomatic service and of “three carriers” for promoting cooperation within China’s western regions, 
between eastern and western regions, and between China and foreign countries. Following the guidelines of professional exhibitions, brand 
management, market-oriented operation, and international expansion, we focus on strengthening the functions of investment promotion and 
industry cooperation of WCIF to develop it into Western China’s NO.1 exhibition platform with the largest scale, the most extensive range in 
category, and the most profound influence. Moreover, to build WCIF into a new type international public product for facilitating global inclusion, 
opening up & cooperation, and mutually beneficial development, we are making our efforts and showcase the strength of Western China in 
building an open world economy.

定 位 POSITIONING
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In October 2013, Wang Yang, then Member of 
the Political Bureau of the CPC Central 
Committee and Vice Premier of the State 

Council, attended the 14th WCIF.
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In October 2008, Li Keqiang, then Member of 
the Standing Committee of the Political 
Bureau of the CPC Central Committee and 
Vice Premier of the State Council, attended the 

9th WCIF.
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In October 2010, Wang Qishan, then Member of 
the Political Bureau of the CPC Central 
Committee and Vice Premier of the State 

Council, attended the 11th WCIF.
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Domestic Participants: We would like to invite Party and state leaders, leading officials of relevant national ministries and commissions, 
provinces (autonomous regions and municipality), Xinjiang Production and Construction Corps, as well as renowned experts and scholars to 
attend the fair. We would like to invite heads of the Chinese central state-owned enterprises, China’s top 500 enterprises, China’s top 500 private 
enterprises, leading industrial enterprises, specialized and sophisticated enterprises that produce new and unique products, and important 
domestic business associations.

Overseas Participants: We would like to invite foreign (former) dignitaries, ministerial-level officials, and ambassadors to China from the 
Guest Country of Honor, countries along the Belt and Road, and member countries of RCEP and the Comprehensive and Progressive 
Trans-Pacific Partnership (CPTPP) to attend the fair. Also, representatives from institutions of Hong Kong and Macao, and representatives of 
international organizations and officious from International Sister states (cities) will be invited. We would like to invite heads of international 
chambers of commerce (associations) in China from the Guest Country of Honor, countries along the Belt and Road, countries included in the 
RCEP and the CPTPP, heads of Fortune Global 500 companies and well-known multinational companies, heads of enterprises fitting with indus-
tries in Western China, such as overseas-funded (joint venture) enterprises, leading industrial enterprises, regional and multinational chain 
enterprises, retail and wholesale enterprises, and influential overseas Chinese businessmen, will be invited to attend the fair for investment, 
exhibition, and procurement.
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The exhibits and activities of the 19th WCIF will be targeted at high-level opening up, enhancing regional exchanges and cooperation, and 
serving the building of a modern industrial system. The main exhibition venue is located at the International Exhibition Center of Western China 
International Expo City, with a total planned exhibition area of about 200,000 square meters. The exhibition includes four sections: theme exhibi-
tion, professional exhibition, lifestyle market, and WCIF stage. Chengdu International Trade City will serve as the sub-venue of the fair.
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The pavilion consists of exhibition areas for the Guest Country of Honor, national pavilions, and 
sustainable development & cross-border trade. The pavilion will showcase the investment 
opportunities and cooperation achievements in economy, trade, and people-to-people exchang-
es of the countries and regions along the Belt and Road, well-known global brands, and featured 
import consumer goods.

展览展示 EXHIBITION

主题展区

专业展示 PROFESSIONAL EXHIBITION
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“Belt and Road”International 
Cooperation Pavilion
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The pavilion sets up exhibition areas for China’s central and eastern provinces (autonomous regions 
and municipalities) to display the scientific and technological achievements, major projects, invest-
ment opportunities, and featured products of the Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei region, the Yangtze River 
Delta region, the Yangtze River Economic Belt, and the Yellow River Economic Belt. Also, remark-
able outcomes achieved in Zhejiang Province’s paired assistance to the western region, collabora-
tion between the eastern and western regions, Sichuan’s enclave industrial parks, and major, 
groundbreaking projects for industrial cooperation will be showcased.

嶼╪諦慘僨嗴䒛
Regional Cooperation and 
Development Pavilion
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The pavilion sets up exhibition areas for Sichuan’s cities (prefectures) to showcase the overall 
planning layout, major advances in modernization, achievements in rural revitalization, and cultur-
al and featured products of the Chengdu Plain Economic Zone, South Sichuan Economic Zone, 
Northeast Sichuan Economic Zone, Panxi Economic Zone, and Northwest Sichuan Ecological 
Demonstration Zone.

蠐墔＃鲕嶼邁蠻￥䒛
Sichuan Collaborative Development 
Pavilion
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The pavilion consists of exhibition areas for the advantageous and distinctive industries of 
state-owned enterprises and private enterprises. It will focus on the future plans, new technolo-
gies, new achievements, and new products of these enterprises in pursuit of high-end consump-
tion, new-type products, and scale up development.
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Enterprise Development Pavilion
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The expo will showcase the application scenarios and benchmark projects of digital economy 
leading enterprises, emerging unicorn companies, specialized and sophisticated enterprises that 
produce new and unique products, and industrial parks, etc., in digital technologies, such as 5G, 
artificial intelligence, big data, cloud computing, digital government, smart society, new smart city, 
industrial internet, and green low-carbon, and the latest products of digital core industries includ-
ing “integrated circuits, displays, storage, sensor and intelligent terminal” and “Dazhiwangyunan”.

訅蠐嗘跤蹺㒂㯵

蹺䅕斶叄鄽牨贜㓋＝
The 4th Western China 
International Digital 
Economy Expo

㞄㕂㲶蒤䲓諑├娕䲔縹杝臒脠攙孲㞄試髒坓諑嶧繫姞蒤褘憢惵橦㬸僉坓諑䲗麇㕄坓蠨杝柣錯㕂㲶█諑

孼徠孼暤惵橦├縁錯僉攙髂贛軶徠坓├褘憢許杝├對偵攙髂嶧簊馟攙櫧譳┝

The pavilion consists of exhibition areas for western provinces (autonomous regions and munic-

ipalities), Xinjiang Production and Construction Corps, and Sichuan provincial applications of 

advances in science and technology. It will highlight the achievements of development and 

opening up, the progress of the modern industrial system, scientific and technological innova-

tions, advantageous industries, and featured products of western China in the new era.

昦暚魍㒂㯵俋婩僨䒛
Western China Development 
in the New Era Pavilion 

㞄繫姞娕䲓姟䲔縹㶜嫄諑䲓嚶䲔坓諑䲗麇㕄坓蠨姞瓎蒘飾█諑閾閣菗惵橦縹㶜僿! 宲䑛嵾䑎蒅䲗賾扱縁

錯攙髂贛軶孲㞄├仹蚏㞄杺撥閧撥㯧├褘憢許杝髯峵謐閽適孲├脠嵏適孲適漿├亁…ɡ閾徠坓├蝕適

榖則適孲適讒譳説噀┝

The pavilion consists of exhibition areas for Sichuan’s cities (prefectures) and Chongqing’s districts 
(counties). It mainly displays the cooperation achievements and groundbreaking projects in 
Sichuan-Chongqing region, including the building of a system of modern industries, integration of 
infrastructure, coordinated construction of science and technology innovation center, joint 
construction and protection of ecology, urban-rural integrated development, and joint contribution 
and shared benefits of public services.

彾珁鰱嶼儕╙鄽牨觶婠㛄䒛
Chengdu-Chongqing 
Economic Circle Pavilion

THEME EXHIBITION
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生活市集
–銔憁僿珼㣿├戨詐説䋑䲗䊗髯坓蠨髯謚鑚啲惻├繫姞鑚啲惻閼簊攙縹獅↙閭█簊馟鎶䒴囏闥├簊馟鈀櫧├脠玏眱櫧├朓許攙櫧譳䲗髭噛珼㣿贛䙤├

抺揊珼㣿眕臟├戺坓珼㣿娕▕┝

           The Lifestyle Market aims to stimulate consumption and boost domestic demand through showcasing Chinese time-honored brands, local 
products of Sichuan famous brands, various delicacies of different regions, featured commodities, trendy products, and cultural and creative 
products. The market will enrich consumption experience, tap consumption potential, and expanding consumer market. 

麇㕄坓蠨繫姞贖鑚榖則杴䌳菗暥讄嶧徠坓㖇寫䲗↙説僣贖鑚榖則├梽徰贖鑚├㯏鑚僉暞㯭├枼䉭蜛脠

玏├諉贖銐閾├鑚媩脩櫧譳杴䌳對㣮電髂菗鹘髂惵橦嶧攙櫧┝

It will display Sichuan’s policies and plannings related to senior care services, as well as profes-
sional achievements and products of excellent enterprises in senior care services, intelligent 
senior care, senior-friendly renovation, barrier-free living, integrated elderly care and medical 
services, and elderly products at home and abroad.

訅鲕嗘跤蹺䯒蠐墔䯓門鍈

桽烏趵柇門鍈鲲趵贜㓋＝
The 5th China (Sichuan) Interna-
tional Senior Care Industry & 
Service Exhibition

麇㕄坓蠨㖉├瀨├陦├梽├躤衟烵艁譳嬇僘枼䉭蜛㞄僎縹榖則贛䙤䲗帶嶧壽闖嬇僘㭒齋鮪獸菗㞄僎㞄

杺嶧憢槇惵橦譳┝

It will display rehabilitation accessibility equipment and nursing services for visual, hearing, 
physical, intellectual, and mental disabilities and other facilities and technical achievements of 
rehabilitation assistive appliance.

訅鲈嗘跤蹺䯒蠐墔䯓姾侟

倀㪑錫鏍錨贜㓋＝
The 2nd China (Sichuan) 
Rehabilitation and Assistive 
Devices Expo

訩銜坓蠨エ艷瑪㭠脩ォ獅攙髂䃎䑛餎電髂├エ囏姭徹ォ電髂├蠨驨讞縛╳燆霘嶧竝朶脽爙攙髂菗遺犳憢

槇├楿杝惵橦鞲嫙脩▕梮┝

The expo will highlight the cutting-edge technology, latest achievements, and application scenarios 
of pioneering enterprises covering the whole industry chain, “little giants” companies, and the 
demonstration units in hydrogen energy and fuel cell industries. 

跤蹺㒂㯵蹺䅕炪镾鲲趵贜㓋＝

䯒㒂贜＝炪镾鲲趵踽䎪䒛䯓

Western China International Hydrogen 
Energy Industry Expo (WCIF Hydrogen 
Energy Industry Theme Pavilion)

WCIF LIFESTYLE MARKET
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          The WCIF Stage will showcase the ethnic cultures, folk cultures, and red culture in western China in an all-round manner through 
exhibitions, performances, and promotions. It will enhance people-to-people exchanges in western China and promote the common 
prosperity of cultural industries.
        Meanwhile, through the “3 (convention, exhibition, and trade) + 1 (data center) + N (multi-scenario application)” operation mode, a Digital 
Exhibition Platform (tentative) will be utilized to create a WCIF intelligent exhibition system featuring online and offline integration development. 
The platform can provide guests and businessmen with 24-hour, interactive, and immersive services for exhibition and display, demand 
release, negotiation and cooperation, and investment promotion.

西博大舞台  WCIF STAGE
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詳䈇焭鉼銁坓鈀㤷㮨㶜祂娕䲓姟䲔孼坓懃㤊揥籌頓├嚪揟玒㟎頓├嘄█鑜嚄譳玏詐┝
Exhibitiors will be organized in batches to key cities (prefectures) for investment presentations, matchmakings and field surveys.

To make the 19th WCIF more internationalized, we have made efforts to expand channels for publicity and promotion through innovative 
approaches. We will continue to build integrated all-media matrices consisting of mainstream media and new media at the national and provin-
cial levels for expanding the influence of the event. We will set clear and reasonable timetables to carry out the publicity and promotion of the 
19th WCIF before, during, and after the fair in a planned, focused, targeted manner to make use of multiple platforms. Also, we will integrate 
various media resources, set up a news center, establish a publicity and promotion operation mechanism, and make use of various media 
resources to establish the all-media international communication pattern for achieving a high-quality and efficient result. In addition, we will 
innovate the ways of publicity by giving full play to the strengths of traditional media platform and the advantages of new media in communica-
tion, so that the 19th WCIF can be covered in an overwhelming way. With all of this, exhibitors and the public will have a strong sense of participa-
tion and fulfillment. With regard to brand building, we will strengthen our efforts in brand promotion and get the full benefit of its commercial 
value, so as to fully demonstrate the major achievements and investment opportunities of high-quality development in western China and to 
improve the international influence and industry reputation of the WCIF. 

主要活动 WCIF EVENTS 宣传推广 PUBLICITY & PROMOTION
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踽鉢牆誤
Major Events 

踽哅蹺牆誤
Guest Country of 
Honor Events 

㩺過踽夌雜瀕牆誤
Rotating Presidency Events

The Opening Ceremony of the 19th Western China International Fair & the 11th Western China International Cooperation Forum

The 12th Western China Investment Promotion Fair & Contract Signing Ceremony of Economic Cooperation Projects

The 14th Western China International Sourcing Fair

The 17th EU-China Business & Technology Cooperation Fair

Opening Ceremony of Thailand National Pavilion

China (Sichuan) - Thailand Investment Cooperation and Exchange Conference

“Koh Samui Day” China-Thailand Tourism Cooperation and Exchange Conference

Gansu-Sichuan Provincial Governments’ Meeting

Gansu Baiyin Investment Promotion Conference

The 19th WCIF Chinese and Foreign Well-known Enterprises’ Visit to Mianyang 

The 19th WCIF Chinese and Foreign Well-known Enterprises’ Visit to Ziyang

譊諫￣圽髯↙㕂㲶↙䈖鄔㖋頓孼媆宩椂譊諫鳘圽髯↙㕂㲶↙䈖閾閣㞀︰
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譊諫繫圽髯↙㕂㲶↙䈖㶖㣳鈀僿頓

譊諫鳝圽髯↙ア灐葪懃㤊㣾栘褘憢閾閣玒㟎頓
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猍↙↙嘼䕜孼䕜撣宩

髯↙䲓繫姞䲔ア猍↙懃㤊閾閣測玗頓

エ騛殶埉柂ォ髯猍枈瓹閾閣測玗頓

脌阥├繫姞魑蒤暥嫥嫴㟎頓

脌阥蒤菍䃆娕扏鈀䑎蒅揥籌頓

譊諫￣圽㕂鄔頓髯僣蘈閼電髂㤷㮨鋍䈄

譊諫￣圽㕂鄔頓髯僣蘈閼電髂㤷㮨㤊䈄

エ惵瓎黪峵姺s䆹愳ォ懃㤊㤊䈄髯僣蘈閼電髂嘼僿頓

エ梽閧鞅篵」梽許槂樑ォ惵㳋㳋娕╓槙鮪徹攙髂僿頓

The 12th China (Sichuan) South & Southeast Asia Business Leaders’ Summit 

2023 “Belt and Road” Overseas Chinese Business Summit 

Western China International Digital Economy Ecology Cooperation Conference & the 1st Sichuan-Chongqing Digital Industry 
Collaborative Development Conference

“Core of Chengdu-Chongqing Region, Gateway of Ba-Shu Area” Chinese and Foreign Well-known Entrepreneurs Investment 
Conference in Ziyang

When Everything Becomes Intelligence and Builds Smart Future: Chengdu Metropolitan Area Robot Industry Conference

2023 Sichuan “Belt and Road” International NGO Exchange Meeting

2023 Western China International Port & Logistics Opening-up and Development Conference

China Energy Security Summit Dialogue

The 2nd Chengdu International Hydrogen and Fuel Cell Industry Conference & the 1st Sichuan-Chongqing Hydrogen Industry 
Ecological Cooperation Conference 

豕䎋牆誤
Special Events

踽䎪壈牆誤
Them City (Prefecture)
Events

＃㒂贜＝㡶㫧壈墕￥牆誤
A series of activities of 
“WCIF Investment 
Promotions in Cities and 
Prefectures”
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The 18th WCIF has received wide attention from media at home and abroad, with 800 journalists from 160-plus media at all levels 
producing great event coverage. The stories of WCIF and Western China were told in an all-round manner from multiple perspectives 
by official state media, including the People’s Daily, CCTV, the Xinhua News Agency, the Guangming Daily, the Economic Daily, and the 
Xinhua Net; domestic and overseas media of the United States, Singapore, Indonesia, and Hong Kong SAR; and various media 
platforms such as the metro, buses, outdoor advertising, community advertising, and online celebrities. Besides, the fair was 
publicized on digital screens of landmark buildings in 36 domestic cities, and more than 80 exclusive interviews were held. The live 
streaming of events and exhibitions gained more than 3 million views, and Weibo topics about the WCIF obtained more than 20 million 
clicks.

侸珅㭠䗮赗豈鬫䀏-錫崯呺粷㳝鄀栤賂
Multi-channel and targeted marketing helps you receive extensive media coverage

踵鳘躅贋鎢䯩WHY JOIN WCIF?
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玏臟┝

Western China, a vast region with a population of about 380 million, enjoys a profound cultural heritage, abundant resources, 
excellent ecological background, and huge market potential. Thanks to the pursuit of high-quality development and balanced 
development among regions nationwide, Western China has made remarkable achievements in improving infrastructure connectivity, 
senior care, medical services, education, and business environment, making the region “an ideal destination for business, residence, 
and living.” Empowered by multiple national strategies in a new era, including the Belt and Road Initiative, the development of Western 
China in the new era, the development of the Yangtze River Economic Belt, the construction of Chengdu-Chongqing Economic Circle, 
and the building of the New Western Land-Sea Corridor, especially the entry into force of the RCEP agreement and China’s accession 
to the CPTPP, Western China has become the frontier of inland opening up and the highland for industrial transfer, stimulating 
vigorous vitality in this vast expanse of territory.

跤蹺㒂㯵壈鯫疦撾墤俋䯖縟趵梽㭔嶗頌杛醭詵䅡㳝
Western China enjoys huge market potential, with promising business opportunities and prospects
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The 18th WCIF attracted more than 4,015 enterprises and 160,000 visitors from 66 countries and regions. The trade visitors came 
from various industries, such as equipment manufacturing, undertakings for the aged and elderly care services, education, energy 
conservation & environmental protection, baby & children, fashion & life, agricultural industry, and digital economy. The negotiating 
bodies includes the government sectors, multinational companies, trade service agencies, investment promotion agencies, major 
chambers and industry associations, investors, retailers, manufacturers, wholesale distribution agents, sport events organizers, 
training institutions, scientific research institutes, and professional media, etc.

䗮敱赗豈茻㮍茩槪龈咲䯖昛驔乵廟侳〓㠮諦慘．飽
Efficiently invite target buyers and cooperate with global quality partners

鞔圽㕂鄔頓適麒竈僣鱉├懃㤊㣾栘├朓僉測玗譳玏詐81鎬䑎┝賾扱麇贛玏詐├麇噆↙軶興玏詐├㬺懶麇婑讞縛玏詐├麇䑭

娕䲓姟䲔玏詐├鹘䑎玏詐帶嶧僫▕鹘▕㶖㣳├鹘髂嚪揟玒㟎├縁▕㶖燴豅鉐譳┝鋤玏詐説噀鞔蒮䲗瑂葘貶銋玧├↙䈖㣾栘├鎖髂├

朓僉├柣囦├曊隄├褘憢├嬇贖├枈瓹├鎶䒴├縀漿├脽鈀├徹臟㤊疊譳㐍髂┝

The 18th WCIF was a great success, with more than 70 events held in foreign affairs, investment & trade, and cultural exchange. 
The events were organized in various categories, including major events, Guest Country of Honor events, rotating presidency events, 
theme city (prefecture) events, special events and multiple special procurement events, professional matchmaking negotiation, and 
onsite procurement and supply signing activities. Also, the event content was extensive, covering economy, international trade, 
agriculture, culture, fashion, education, science & technology, health and wellness, tourism, gourmet food, environmental protection, 
e-commerce, human resources, and so on.

桖侸赗嫷㱚倧牆誤䯖邁鲶豕趵ǹ趵杶幋
Experience wonderful supporting activities and share professional industry insights



展位价格

15% extra for a corner stand (2 sides open)

咇廟緣鄀槪豈嗴瀕
Indoor Upgraded Standard Booth

䰮231110跣0:9徏䯎2:110跣0:9
￥12,000/each/9 sqm or $1,900/each/9 sqm

咇廟賂鰱嗴瀕
Indoor Raw Space

䰮211109徏䯎27109䯒479㡽㚨䯓
￥1,000/sqm or $160/sqm (Minimum of 36 sqm)

咇侳賂鰱嗴瀕
Outdoor Raw Space

䰮71109徏䯎:709䯒2119㡽㚨䯓
￥600/sqm or $96/sqm (Minimum of 100 sqm)

訅鴛謦嗘跤蹺㒂㯵蹺䅕贜㓋＝
The 19 th Western China International  Fair

髯↙㕂㲶↙䈖鄔㖋頓
Western China International Fair

寋餤獃
Rachel Zhang

翄㛣!Tel：+86-17313185028
㮻諪!E-mail：geyang.zhang18@foxmail.com

鞅䏉
Wan Yun

翄㛣!Tel：+86-13568822577
㮻諪!E-mail：61786046@qq.com

翄㛣!Tel：+86-15208231317
㮻諪!E-mail：284004668@qq.com

雥楒
Hu Xi

髯↙䲓繫姞䲔↙䈖贖鑚榖則髂椂贖鑚攙髂鄔㖋頓
China (Sichuan) International Senior Care Industry & Service Exhibition

翄㛣!Tel：+86-17313002722
㮻諪!E-mail：173325668@qq.com

䙝饋䋀
Luo Qianwen

譊癟圽髯↙䲓繫姞䲔嬇僘嶧㭒齋鮪獸鄔㖋頓
The 2nd China (Sichuan) Rehabilitation and Assistive Devices Expo

翄㛣!Tel：+86-15680015009
㮻諪!E-mail：3158854@qq.com

䊞䊻樷
Yong Xuesong

髯↙㕂㲶↙䈖曨啲銋玧鄔㖋頓
Western China International Digital Economy Expo

䎋茩謖蠙
Events 

鎽跀鳏
Contact Person

鎽跀昷媀
Contact Information

㟳暻!Tan Min
翄㛣!Tel：+86-13488988139 
㮻諪!E-mail：357381712@qq.com

㲟匢睷!Zheng Wanlan
翄㛣!Tel：+86-13730868050
㮻諪!E-mail：416522387@qq.com

槴梇撣
Li Xiaoyi

翄㛣!Tel：+86-18828006430
㮻諪!E-mail：494028111@qq.com

㕂鄔鸛㣳馷
WCIF Hi-Go Shopping Festival

厺贛閾閣
Media Cooperation

鈀則閾閣
Business Cooperation

䈙梇梹
Linda Chen

翄㛣!Tel：+86-19141911230
㮻諪!E-mail：chenxiaojingschz@126.com

幃㖅幃頓
Visits

鎽跀惡峗
Contact Information

䈙梇梹
Chen Xiaojing

翄㛣!Tel：+86-19141911230
㮻諪!E-mail：chenxiaojingschz@126.com

髯↙㕂㲶↙䈖㶖㣳鈀僿頓
Western China International Sourcing Fair

翄㛣!Tel：+86-15680015009
㮻諪!E-mail：3158854@qq.com

䊞䊻樷
Yong Xuesong

髯↙㕂㲶↙䈖燆霘攙髂鄔㖋頓䲓㕂鄔頓燆霘攙髂麇䑭䕜䲔
Western China International Hydrogen Energy Industry Expo 
(WCIF Hydrogen Energy Industry Theme Pavilion)

CPPUI!QSJDF


